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Justification in joining the activity: 

COMPFAIR'20 is an online event which organised by Persaka UTM - Persatuan Mahasiswa Sains 

Komputer through Facebook Live. The theme of this event is Get To Know The Reality of Internship. 

This is a good chance to let us to know about what can prepare and need to know before go internship. 

We can know some experience from those speakers. 

The Graduate Attributes that are focused on: 

• Communication Skills: Communication skills was one of the graduate attributes that were 

focused on because we need communication among people. From this sharing session, I have 

learned that we need improve our communication skill which can lead us have a happy intern 

working environment. 

• Scholarship: Scholarship was focused on because we need to think about to seek and manage 

relevant information from variety sources, develop an inquisitive mind in our future working 

life by having a motivation want to learn. 

• Leadership and Teamworking Skills: Leadership and teamworking skills were involved 

because the speaker has sharing that leadership maybe will direct or indirectly applied in 

working life, and we need keep practice to have a good leadership skill to let team can working 

together to produce a single output. 

• Adaptability: Adaptability was also involved in this activity because speaker said that we need 

to face different situation so we need to have ability to adapt to internship working environment. 

• Global Citizen: Global citizen was also involved in this activity because we need to be 

professionally and responsibly when carrying our duties when intern time. 

Content of the activity: 

Basically, Persaka UTM has invited some speakers who are Muhd Faris Muhaimin bin Zulkefli, Nur 

Azra Zakirah bt Ali Rahman, Kang Wei Kiat and Muhammad Alif Irfan bin Rosli to give a talk about 

the real side of the internship about 45 minutes. They had shared some real situation they facing when 

intern time, and give some suggestion to overcome problem. After sharing session, he had chosen some 

question from comment to answer.   


